It has been recently shown [7] that the problem of routing a new packet flow in a computer network subject to a constraint on the worst-case end-to-end delay of its packets can be formulated as a Mixed-Integer Second-Order Cone Program (MI-SOCP), and solved with general-purpose tools on instances of realistic size in time compatible with real-time use. However, that result was obtained for only one of the classes of schedulers in use in today's networks, namely Strictly Rate-Proportional ones. Furthermore, that result relies on assuming that each link is "fully loaded", so that the reserved rate of the flow coincides with its guaranteed rate. These assumptions entail both simple latency expressions, and the fact that flows are isolated from each other as far as their end-to-end delay is concerned; that is, admitting a new flow does not increase the end-to-end delay of the existing ones. However, other classes of scheduling algorithms commonly found in current networks both yield more complex latency formulae and do not enforce strict flow independence. Furthermore, the delay actually depends on the guaranteed rate of the flow, which can be significantly larger than the reserved rate if the network is less loaded. In this paper we extend the result to other classes of schedulers and to a more accurate representation of the latency, showing that, despite the increase in complexity, the problem is still efficiently solvable, even when admission control needs to be factored in, for realistic instances, provided that the right modeling choices are made.
Introduction
Current computer networks are almost exclusively packed-based, and their fundamental protocols were designed to ensure reliable delivery of information. That is, every effort is made to ensure that all packets-possibly after having been retransmitted several times-eventually reach their destination, with little heed about the time it takes to do so. However, the Internet has evolved far beyond its initial design goals, and now has to support applications that require stringent guarantees on end-to-end delays (voice/video streaming, remote operation of industrial/medical tools, etc.). This means that obtaining guarantees on the Quality of Service (QoS) of a given packet flow, such as a minimum guaranteed rate and a maximum delay, is now crucial; however, doing so in a fundamentally packed-based infrastructure is highly nontrivial.
A basic problem regarding QoS in computer networks concerns deciding whether or not a new packet flow (hereafter, just "flow") can be admitted in a network and obtain a required QoS with the resources currently left free from the existing ones, i.e., without disrupting them (making them to violate their QoS requirements). In this case, one typically wants to minimize the amount of network resources used by the newly admitted flow, so as to leave as much capacity as possible available to future flow requests. In general, these QoS routing problems can be formulated as Constrained Shortest Path (CSP) problems. Some of these CSP problems admit polynomial algorithms, such as those where a single end-to-end constraint is an additive or multiplicative concave function of per-link metrics; this is why, in the literature, packet delay is usually considered additive (i.e., a fixed delay for each link), and per-link loss probabilities are considered multiplicative (i.e., independent). However, as could be expected, CSP with two or more constraints, even additive or multiplicative ones, is already N P-complete [30, 20] . Due to the typical strict requirements on the time to deliver the solution in practice (say, some 10s or 100s of milliseconds), it is natural that several efforts have been made to develop approximate approaches for the corresponding CSP (e.g., [15, 33, 16, 13] ). As an alternative, stochastic traffic models are used to compute guarantees on average QoS metrics [25] . These are however unrelated with worst-case guarantees.
All the above references rely on rather simplified network models where the relevant QoS parameters, say link delays, are considered statically known and additive. This neglects queueing, i.e., the link delay due to the fact that the same link is shared by different flows, which may force some flow's packets to wait until other flow's packets have been processed. Queueing delays are intimately dependent on the details of the packet schedulers employed to arbitrate between different flows; for instance, it is easy to realize that the obvious FIFO scheduler does not guarantee any fairness on resource allocation, and therefore on the Worstcase Delay (WCD) that a packet can suffer while traversing a link. This has motivated a consistent stream of research on schedulers that can guarantee that packets meet their deadline on a link under certain conditions. The cornerstone of the packet scheduling literature is the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [24] , a paradigm that defines an ideal reference system which serves backlogged flows simultaneously at a rate proportional to their weight. GPS schedulers can provide a minimum guaranteed rate for each flow under certain conditions: for instance, if the weight of a flow is chosen equal to its reserved rate, then the guaranteed rate it gets is at least as large as the reserved one, as long as the sum of the reserved rates does not exceed the link capacity. This, in turn, allows per-link, and ultimately end-to-end, WCD bounds to be computed if the arrival rate at the source is constrained. Two practical implementations of GPS have been proposed, namely Packet-by-packet Generalized Processor Sharing (sometimes also called Weighted Fair Queueing) [24] and Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing [4] . Both exhibit tight guarantees on the latency, i.e., the worst-case scheduling delay at a link; in particular, their latency is-barring a small additive constantinversely proportional to the guaranteed rate, thereby earning them the moniker of Strictly Rate-Proportional (SRP) schedulers.
When SRP schedulers are employed, it is possible to devise QoS routing problems that exploit the relationship between the maximum end-to-end delay and the guaranteed rates for a flow at each link along its path. Within this stream of literature, [22, 23] show that the problem of finding a path with a pre-specified maximum end-to-end delay is N P-hard in general, unless the same rate is allocated at each link. However, allocating the same rate at each link may be too constraining [21, 6] , i.e., results in much larger reserved rates (and, therefore, lower overall network performance) than would be possible if non-uniform rate allocation was allowed. Recently, [7] presented exact, approximate and heuristic approaches to that latter problem, showing that-despite N P-hardness-optimal solutions can be found in split-second times for realistic-sized networks. Furthermore, it has been shown in [8] , by means of extensive simulations on real-world networks with realistic data, that joint path computation and non-uniform rate allocation leads to remarkable performance gains in terms of flow blocking probability, significantly outperforming simpler routing approaches (e.g. route-first-allocate-second, or those based on uniform rate allocation) while still being solvable in a running time compatible with actual on-line network management operations.
Unfortunately, SRP schedulers require a relatively high number of operations to select a packet for transmission, which is a downside on high-speed links and/or with many simultaneous flows. In the last two decades, a relevant amount of literature has therefore been devoted to devising other schedulers which exhibit a different trade-off between latency and implementation cost. Some of these schedulers have also made their way into commercial hardware, cf. [19] among others. At one end of the spectrum we find approximations of the GPS paradigm based on flow grouping [5, 14] , and at the other end lie frame-based algorithms such as Deficit Round Robin [27] and its derivatives [17, 18, 19] . In both cases, latency guarantees are looser than those of SRP schedulers, but their implementation cost is smaller as well. To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made so far to devise QoS-routing schemes for these other schedulers. The only related work that we are aware of, [21] , shows that non-uniform rate allocation given a pre-specified routing plan achieves better network utilization than uniform rate allocation in the presence of end-to-end delay constraints. This means that so far it has been impossible to estimate the impact of employing lower-complexity schedulers on the network performance (e.g., utilization or failure probability).
Furthermore, all previous works-comprised [7, 8] -have resorted to simplifying the latency formulae by assuming that the guaranteed rate of a flow is equal to its reserved rate. The reserved rate in fact lower bounds the guaranteed rate, and the two are only equal if all the links of the path are used up to capacity; in less loaded scenarios, the two may differ greatly. We refer to the latter hypothesis as the bound assumption hereafter. Hence, so far QoS routing has been performed using over-estimates of the WCD experienced by a flow, which leads to a more conservative resource allocation than would be necessary. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of the bound assumption on the network performance has not been investigated yet.
This paper provides a first, necessary step towards answering the above questions by formulating and solving the Admissible Delay-Constrained Shortest Path (ADCSP) problem: given the current state of the network, a set of link reservation costs, and a new flow to be routed between a given source and destination under a pre-specified end-to-end delay constraint, determine a feasible path and a feasible rate reservation on each link (if any exists) minimizing the total reservation cost and ensuring that existing flows still satisfy their endto-end delay constraints. We show that, for several classes of packet schedulers, the ADCSP problem can be formulated as a Mixed-Integer Second-Order Cone Problem (MI-SOCP) and solved by general-purpose tools in split-second times for instances corresponding to realistically-sized networks. This paves the way to exploring the impact of employing different scheduling algorithms on network performance. We also show that, while distinguishing between reserved and guaranteed rates in the latency formulae does increase the complexity of the models, the cost of doing so remains bearable, thus opening the way to studying the impact of these modeling choices, too, on network performance.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the model of the communication network that we employ, we review the latency formulae of the different schedulers, and we recall the corresponding end-to-end flow delay expressions. In Section 3 we recall the MI-SOCP model proposed in [7] and used in [8] only for the case of SRP schedulers and under the bound assumption; we then improve it, and extend it to several other well-known schedulers. To do so, we need to introduce explicit admission control constraints that ensure that the existing flows still meet their deadline without changing their path and reserved rates; these constraints were implicit for SRP (under the bound assumption), but are not so (whether or not that assumption is maintained) for all other schedulers. In Section 4 we extend the models using guaranteed rates, as opposed to reserved rates, in the link latency expressions alone. In Section 5 we deal with the effect of using guaranteed rates in the end-to-end delay expressions. Finally, in Section 6 we report computational results which show the relative efficiency of the various models on real networks with realistic traffic data, and in Section 7 we draw some conclusions.
System model
We are given a computer network represented by a directed graph G = (N, A). Nodes are switching elements (e.g., routers), and arcs are the link interconnecting them. Our problem is to route a single "new" flow along a single path through the network, from a given origin s ∈ N to a given a destination d ∈ N \ {s}, allocating the minimum possible amount of resources (reserved rates on arcs) so that the Worst-Case Delay (WCD)-the maximum endto-end delay that any packet may incur during the traversal-is below a given deadline δ. We assume our flow to be characterized by an arrival curve A(τ ) : R + → R + specifying how many bits of that flow are allowed to be injected at the origin s in any interval of duration τ . In other words, if the cumulative arrival function F (t) measures how many bits have entered the origin at time t, we have F (t + τ ) − F (t) ≤ A(τ ) for all t and τ ≥ 0. For our purposes we assume the arrival curve to be entirely specified by the two parameters σ (burst) and ρ (rate) of a leaky-bucket traffic shaper, so that A(τ ) = σ + ρ · τ . Each arc (i, j) ∈ A is characterized by a fixed link delay l ij , a physical link speed w ij , and a reservable capacity c ij (≤ w ij , since in general a network administrator may want to set some capacity apart for other purposes, e.g., control traffic). Each node i ∈ N in the network is characterized by a fixed node delay n i ; also, the maximum transmit unit (MTU) L is known and assumed to be constant for simplicity.
The aim of this paper is to discuss mathematical models for the Admissible DelayConstrained Shortest Path (ADCSP) problem: given the current state of the network and a set of link reservation costs f ij (the cost of reserving one unit of capacity on (i, j)), find one feasible s-d path p-if any exists-and a feasible reservation of capacity for each of its arcs so that the flow can be routed along p with the given reserved capacities, and both the new flow and all the existing ones meet their deadline, at the minimum possible reservation cost for the new flow.
Of course, ADCSP requires to compute the WCD of a flow. This depends on several factors:
1. The selected routing for the flow, i.e., the s-d path p in G.
2. For each arc (i, j) ∈ p, the reserved rate 0 ≤ r ij (≤ c ij ≤ w ij ) for the flow along the arc.
3. The specific characteristics of the schedulers employed to share the output links' bandwidth among the flows, notably their latency guarantees. For the sake of simplicity we will always assume the schedulers to be the same at each link, but extending the models to non-uniform cases is obvious.
4. Depending on the previous point, the paths and/or reserved rates of all the other flows currently active in the network. In particular, in the following we will denote by P (i, j) the set of existing paths (not counting the one just to be routed) traversing arc (i, j), and by r q ij the corresponding reserved rate of each flow q ∈ P (i, j). We will also find it expedient to consider A partitioned into A ∪ A , where A contains the arcs (i, j) that are "empty" (P (i, j) = ∅) and A those that contain at least one flow.
While the natural decision variables of the problem are the reserved rates r ij at each link (cf. point 2 above), in general the WCD rather depends on the guaranteed rate obtained by the flow. For all the fair-queueing schedulers that we will examine, the guaranteed rate is at least as large as the reserved rate. In particular, assuming that the total reserved rate r tot ij along an arc for all flows (comprised the newly routed one) satisfies r tot ij ≤ w ij , all these schedulers ensure that
(whence the need of knowing the r q ij , cf. point 4 above). Since r tot ij ≥ r ij (the rate of the current flow is counted together with all the others), it is easy to see that g ij = w ij when the arc is "completely unloaded" (the current flow is the only one having reserved on it, i.e., r tot ij = r ij , which implies (i, j) ∈ A ), while g ij = r ij when the arc is "completely loaded", i.e., r tot ij = w ij . We will therefore always ensure that
in order to be able to write the guaranteed rate as a function of the reserved one:
In order for the WCD to be finite, the minimum guaranteed rate among all links of the path must be at least as large as the traffic injection rate of the flow, i.e.,
If (4) is satisfied, the general form of the WCD for a given routing path p is
where θ ij is the link latency experienced by the flow on path p when traversing the arc (i, j), i.e., the delay that a packet may undergo due to the presence of competing flows. Note that θ ij does not incorporate fixed delays, which in fact are separately considered in (5). The exact form of θ ij depends on the scheduling algorithm employed at the link. The simplest expression, henceforth called Strictly Rate-Proportional (SRP) latency, is the one of Packet-by-packet GPS [24] and Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing [4] . The exact expression for SRP latency is
In all the previous developments in the literature [22, 23, 21, 7, 8] , a "pessimistic" view has been taken where one assumes that
in turn, this can be taken to logically imply that (i, j) ∈ A . All this yields the simplified link latency formula
We will refer to (8) , and to all the other delay formulaae obtained under the bound assumption (7), as the bound delay estimates, as opposed to the the more accurate worst-case estimates obtained by eschewing the simplifying assumption and employing the actual formulae based on the guaranteed rates, such as (3). Of course, bound estimates on the WCD are safe; however, they may be arbitrary loose. The simplified formula (8) more easily motivates the SRP moniker, since the link latency (which makes for a significant part of the end-to-end delay, as per (5)) is almost strictly proportional to the (inverse of) the reserved rate r ij ; the constant offset L/w ij , which may appear to thwart "strict" rate/latency proportionality, is due to the atomic transmission of packets that cannot be avoided in any real system.
Beside being simple, (8) can be appropriately rewritten in such a way that ADCSP can be formulated as a Mixed-Integer Second-Order Cone Program (MI-SOCP), as shown in [7] and later on (cf. (16)- (23)). Furthermore, (8) implies that the latency of a flow is not influenced by the path and/or reserved rates of the existing flows. It is easy to see, as discussed in detail below, that under (7) the same holds for the overall end-to-end delay formula. This means that checking whether or not a new flow can be routed in the network amounts to finding a delay-constrained path for that flow using only the residual ratec ij left by the other ones, with no danger that any other flow violates its deadline. In other words, under the bound assumption and SRP latency, admission control only boils down to the constraints r ij ≤c ij . It is not surprising, then, that this setting has been the only one explored so far. Unfortunately, SRP latency can only be achieved by schedulers that exhibit at least O(log n) worst-case per-packet complexity [32, 28] , n being the number of flows traversing the link 1 . Such complexity is often considered a burden, especially at high link speedswhen only few ns are available to make scheduling decisions-and/or when a large number of flows are to be scheduled. For this reason, the literature on packet scheduling of the last two decades abounds with proposals of schedulers which trade an increase in latency for a lower complexity. Some of the proposed solutions have made their way into commercial or however widespread implementations (i.e., network routers and switches [19] , or NIC drivers for open-source systems [5] ). While fair-queueing schedulers may differ regarding several properties, from the point of view of latency a large number of them falls into one of the following categories:
• Group-based approximations of SRP, e.g. [5, 14] . These schedulers group flows are according to their reserved rate, at logarithmic intervals. This, and the usage of clever data structures, imply that a scheduling decision requires O(1) complexity. However, this comes with an increase in the latency. The "bound" link latency expression is [5] 
which can be easily shown to satisfy
Hence, the latency is still (approximately) rate-proportional, but between 3 and 6 times larger than (8) (disregarding the constant term, which is twice as large). We call (9) a Group-based Strictly Rate-Proportional (GSRP) latency. Interestingly, to the best of our knowledge [29] "worst-case" versions of the link latency formulae of Group-based approximations not only are not know, but are considered to be unlikely to exist at all. In other words, for these schedulers only reserved rates, as opposed to guaranteed rates, matter. This means that for this particular group of schedulers, only the "bound" version of the link latency formulae can be used.
• Schedulers with Weakly Rate-Proportional (WRP) latency, e.g., Self-Clocked Fair Queueing [12] . These still exhibit logarithmic complexity, which was considered an advantage at the time of their proposal given that SRP schedulers were considered to be O(n), but their latency depends on the number of flows |P (i, j)| traversing the link simultaneously:
The bound version-under (7)-of the above worst-case formula is therefore
The adjective "weakly" rate-proportional comes from the fact that the non-rate-proportional offset in (11) , (12) is larger than SRP's, especially if |P (i, j)| is high. Thus, increasing the reserved rate may decrease the latency only marginally. As we shall see, in this case even the bound assumption (7), which yields the simplified expression (12) , is not enough to isolate flows from each other, precisely due to the term depending on |P (i, j)|.
• Frame-based (FB) schedulers, such as Deficit Round Robin [27] and similar [17, 18] , avoid emulating a GPS server altogether, and impose that flows are visited in a fixed order, each for a minimum amount of time called a quantum. The guaranteed rate is thus the ratio of the quantum to the round duration. Thus, in these schedulers the latency depends on the number of flows, but also on their quantum, hence on the reserved rate for each flow. FB schedulers only achieve O(1) complexity if all quanta are lower bounded ; with DRR, such lower bound is the MTU L. However, the ratio of the reserved (and guaranteed) rates between any two flows matches that of their quanta: thus, the flow requesting the minimum reserved rate must get a quantum equal to the lower bound L, and all other flows get their quanta scaled accordingly. All in all, the latency expression of DRR, besides the number of flows, also depends on the reserved rates of other flows on the link; not only their sumr ij , but also their minimum:
. Some straightforward algebraic manipulations on the expression reported in [18] give
Note that in the second step we have used (3) to rewrite (1/w ij )(r ij /r ij + 1) as 1/g ij . Also, note that the first and second terms are null when (i, j) ∈ A , i.e., there are no previous flows traversing the arc (=⇒ |P (i, j)| = 0 andr ij = 0). The bound assumption (7), besides g ij = r ij , also implies thatr ij + r ij = w ij ; this yields the slightly simpler formula
Still in the FB class other schedulers can be found (e.g. [17, 18] ) which improve on the basic DRR scheme by allowing quanta to be scaled down by a constant factor κ, while still retaining O(1) complexity by leveraging clever data structures. As a consequence, their latency is smaller, and it has the following expression, which is similar to the previous one:
When κ → ∞, (15) approaches the WRP latency (11); however, κ also influences the implementation cost, hence cannot be arbitrarily large. It is easy to see that there is a diminishing return in increasing κ; we refer the interested reader to [18] for details. For our purposes, κ is only a multiplicative constant in the formula and has no impact on the shape of the optimization models; hence, for simplicity in the following we will only work with κ = 1, i.e., (13)/(14).
Comparing the "bound" formualae (8) and (12) shows that SRP schedulers have smaller latency than WRP ones. There would seem to be an exception for the case of the "completely unloaded" arcs in A . However, looking at the corresponding worst-case formulae (6) and (11) shows that the exception is only a figment due to the overestimate: for (i, j) ∈ A , both schedulers give the same L/w ij latency, which is clearly the minimum possible (a packet needs to be fully received before it can be re-transmitted). Comparing (12) with (14) also shows that, coeteris paribus, the WRP latency is always smaller than or equal to that of FB; this is confirmed by the worst-case versions (11) and (13) .
Note that, in general, the link latency expression of all schedulers depends on the routing and bandwidth choices for all the other flows; the only exception is SRP under the bound assumption (7) . In other words, routing one new flow p in the network can (and does) impact on the delay of any existing flow q that shares with p at least one arc (i, j), for several different reasons:
•r ij as "perceived" by q increases, which means that the guaranteed rate of q decreases;
• for WRP and FB, the term |P (i, j)| increases for all arcs of p;
• for FB only, if the reserved rate r ij of the new flow is strictly smaller than r min ij , then the delay caused to q by that arc will also increase.
All this means that if the routing of the new flow is only possible under the conditions that the routing/rates decisions for existing flows cannot be changed and that they remain delay-feasible, further, non obvious admission control mechanisms must be put in place. To the best of our knowledge, no work on QoS routing so far has investigated incorporating global-scale admission control tests in the routing algorithm. The reason is that all previous work on the subject has focused on SRP schedulers under (7) , that have a very peculiar characteristic: since the corresponding link delay formula (8) does not contain g ij ,r ij , r min ij and |P (i, j)|, it actually does not depend on the state of the network, except for the requirement (2) on the capacities. Hence, assuming that the reserved rate satisfies (2) is all that is needed to implement admission control. Note that the same also holds for the Group-based approximations.
In the following we extend the set of delay-constrained routing models available in the literature, in three different ways:
1. by considering not only (G)SRP schedulers but also WRP and FB ones; 2. by considering the effect of removing the bound assumption (7) in both the arc latency and the overall end-to-end delay formulae;
3. by including explicit provisions for access control whenever they are needed (i.e., everywhere except for the very special case of SRP under (7)).
In the next section we will first review the (A)DCSP models proposed in [7] for the case of (8) under the bound assumption (7), and then discuss the issues related to extending them to the other scheduling algorithms. As we shall see, this will require to explicitly model admission control.
Admissible Delay-Constrained Shortest Path
Following [7] , we start by modeling the ADCSP using the bound formulae. We will later discuss what modifications are required to insert the guaranteed rates in place of the reserved ones.
A natural way to construct a Mixed-Integer NonLinear model of ADCSP is to introduce arc-flow variables x ij ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether or not arc (i, j) belongs to the path p chosen for the "new" flow, together with variables r ij indicating the amount of reserved rate on (i, j); clearly, r ij = 0 if x ij = 0. Then, we can define the following set of constraints that can be a part of an ADCSP formulation irrespectively of the choice of the scheduling algorithm:
The objective function (16) represents the total reservation cost; most often f ij = 1, which can be useful for algorithmic purposes [7] . Note that the problem could be generalized in a trivial way to the case where the cost is any non-negative combination of reservation cost and a given fixed cost for selecting any arc. The standard flow conservation constraints (17) ensure that the x ij variables represent a s-d path. Constraint (18) imposes the end-to-end delay restriction, implementing (5) provided that appropriate conditions are imposed so that the variables θ ij correctly represent the link latencies; this will be discussed in the following separately for each scheduler. Note that the auxiliary variable t in (18) together with the (rotated) Second-Order Cone constraint (19) represents the term σ/r min in (5); thus, the above is a fragment of a Mixed-Integer SOCP. As we will see, all the delay formulae can be represented by SOCP constraints, so that all our formulations can be tackled by means of general-purpose MI-SOCP solvers. Constraints (20) - (22) enforce the semi-continuous nature of reserve rate variables r ij , i.e., x ij = 0 =⇒ r ij = 0 and x ij = 1 =⇒ r ij ∈ [ρ, c ij ]. Note in particular that (22) both enforces (4) (under (7)) and ensures that r min ≤ r ij when x ij = 1, while the use of the "big-M"c max = max{c ij : (i, j) ∈ A } ensures that any arc not in the chosen path (x ij = 0) does not contribute to setting r min .
The above model has been devised for the case of (8) . There, the main issue is to express
which is made slightly nontrivial by the fact that x ij = 0 =⇒ r ij = 0, thereby rendering the L/r ij term ill-defined. This requires appropriate formulation techniques to be obtained within the limitations of a MI-SOCP problem; in [7] it is proven that the best approach makes use of Perspective Reformulation techniques [10, 11] , and results in
Clearly, the "(L/w ij )x ij " term in (24) can be merged into the corresponding "(l ij + n i )x ij " term in (18) , which means that we only have to implement it as
subject to (25) . Because the second term in the sum in (26) will be common to many cases, for the sake of notational simplicity we definel ij = L/w ij + l ij + n i . Similarly to (19) , the rotated SOCP constraint (25) ensures that s ij ≥ 1/r ij when x ij = 1, while it allows s ij = 0 (and hence θ ij = 0) when x ij = 0. Let us remark here that in [7] the conic constraint in (25) is scaled with L, i.e., it reads s ij r ij ≥ Lx 2 ij ; clearly, then one has a term "s ij " rather than "Ls ij " in (26) . While this is basically equivalent for the SRP model, the "unscaled" version (24)- (25) will be shown later on to be useful in several cases.
The formulation (16)- (23), completed with (24)- (25), can be solved in various ways, the simplest one being passing it to a general-purpose MI-SOCP solver like Cplex or Gurobi. A judicious combination of this and combinatorial heuristics has been shown in [7] to be efficient and effective for solving realistic instances. In the following we will discuss how to extend it to other schedulers, still under the bound assumption (7). However, we start with discussing some-to the best of our knowledge, new-reformulations of some fragments of the model. These have both an interest in themselves, as they may make the solution process more efficient, and are relevant for the discussion in §5.
Reformulating the delay constraint
The simple observation at the basis of this paragraph is that expressing the term "1/min{ r ij : (i, j) ∈ p }" in (5) via the variable t in (18), linked to r min (and hence the r ij ) via the SOCP constraint (19) , is completely general and does not depend on the specific form of the expression for θ ij . However, all link latency formulae we will work with contain at least a term proportional to 1/r ij . This is necessarily implemented, in a MI-SOCP model, via the extra variable s ij subject to (25) . This paves the way to rewriting that term as
In other words, constraints (19) and (22) could in principle be replaced with the simpler
eliminating the variable r min . This, on the outset, looks advantageous. On one hand it avoids one conic constraint and one variable. On the other hand, it avoids the use of the "big-M"c max in (22) , since arcs for which x ij = 0 =⇒ r ij = 0 =⇒ s ij = 0 are naturally irrelevant to define t. However, it is easy to prove that neither formulation dominates the other. Indeed, consider the elementary instance on a graph with two nodes and two identical parallel arcs between them, where ρ = f =l = 1, σ = L/w =c =c max = 10, and δ = 3. One can numerically verify that the optimal solution to the continuous relaxation of (16)- (25) has x * = 1/2, r * = 5, s * = 0.05 (identical on both arcs for obvious symmetry reasons), r * min = 10 and t * = 0.1, for an objective function value of 10. Incidentally, in this case the continuous relaxation is tight, because the optimal integer solution has x * = 1, r * = 10, s * = 0.1 (only on one of the two copies of the arc), r * min = 10 and t * = 0.1, giving the same value. However, the solution of the continuous relaxation using (28) in place of (19) and (22) rather has x * = 1/2, r * = 3.75 and s * = t * = 0.25/3.75 ≈ 0.066667, yielding a smaller objective function value of 7.5. The reason behind this difference is that, at optimality, s ij = 1/r ij does not hold, as (27) would require; rather, x 2 ij /r ij < 1/r ij . Hence, the term "1/min{ r ij : (i, j) ∈ p }" in (5) is underestimated by the maximum of the s ij .
Yet, consider instead the same numerical example except thatc =c max = 20, and δ = 4. The optimal solution to the continuous relaxation of the original formulation now has x * = 1/2, r * ≈ 2.287135, s * ≈ 0.109307 (on both arcs), r * min ≈ 12.287134 and t * ≈ 0.081386, for an objective function value of ≈ 4.574270. The somewhat surprising part of this solution is that r * min ≤ r * ; this is due to the form of (22), that for x * > 0 allows r * min > r * . Conversely, the optimal solution if (28) is used has x * = 1/2, r * = 2.5, s * = t * = 0.1, for a larger objective function value of 5; hence, in this case the term "1/min{ r ij : (i, j) ∈ p }" is better approximated by the maximum of the s ij , since the "big-M"c max allows r * min to be (much) larger than the minimum of the r ij , and therefore t to be (much) smaller than it should. Incidentally, in this case the optimal integer value is ≈ 6.66666, hence neither of the two formulations is tight.
Thus, replacing (19) and (22) by (28) makes the model slightly more compact and it is advantageous terms of bound in some cases, but it is disadvantageous in others. There is also another possibility: add (28) to the formulation without eliminating r min , (19) and (22) . This has the potential of improving the lower bounds, and it is clearly at least as tight as any of the two formulations individually; however, it is larger than both. Actually, it can be observed that when (22) is present, the relatively many (|A|) constraints (21) are logically redundant; in order to reduce the size of the formulation, they could be dispensed with. This is not possible if (22) is replaced by (28) . All in all, we can consider 5 alternative formulations:
(a) (16)- (20), (22): the original formulation of [7] save for dispensing with (21); (b) (16)- (22): the original formulation of [7] ; (c) (16)- (20), (22), (28): the original formulation of [7] save for exchanging (21) with (28); (22), (28): the original formulation of [7] with (28) added; (e) (16)- (21) with (28) in place of (19) .
The only way to choose among the five variants is to experimentally evaluate them, which is done in Table 1 . However, during the experiments formulations (c) and (d) showed, somewhat surprisingly, to be considerably less numerically stable than the other three: in particular, in a nontrivial fraction of the instances the solver declared that no feasible solution existed, whereas feasible solutions could indeed be found with the other formulations. We tried different options with scaling the constraints and setting the solver accuracy parameters, but none were able to rectify the issue. Furthermore, the formulations (c) and (d) were not particularly efficient computationally; this is why in the table we only report results for variants (a), (b) and (e).
The Table reports the average and maximum computing time and number of nodes of the branch-and-bound tree, aggregated across a large set of instances because they were very consistent across different topologies. In particular, we could afford to aggregate all 10 Garr topologies and 19 Sndlib topologies; for each of these we performed 200 runs with different network configurations, as described in Section 6 to which we refer for further details of the instances and of the experimental set-up. We instead report more detailed results (though, again, still aggregated over 200 runs) for each of the 2 randomly-generated Waxman topologies because they are more significant, being much larger than the others. The Table shows that on real-world topologies all formulations are roughly equivalent. However, the differences are significant for the larger w1-100 and w1-200 topologies. Dispensing with (21) , while making the model smaller, worsens the bound quality and ultimately results in worse performance. Conversely, substituting (19) with (28) yields significant performance improvements, indicating that the formulation (28) of "1/r min " is tighter in practice (at least, on our test bed). Therefore, in what follows, we will use formulation (e) for all the latency models we develop. In view of §5.1 below, this is actually good news, because a modeling trick akin to (28) will be necessary when dealing with guaranteed (as opposed to reserved) rates.
We now discuss how to model the different schedulers of §2, still under (7), in this framework.
Group-Based models
The extension of (18) for GB is straightforward when using the approximation (10) . The only non entirely trivial choice is whether to use the lower or the upper approximation of the delay; however, whichever the choice, the modifications to the formulae are trivial. In our computational tests we have used the lower approximation of the delay, which leads to just replacing (24) with θ ij = 3Ls ij + (2L/w ij )x ij leaving (25) unchanged. Clearly, this has little impact on the shape of the optimization model, and the same would hold if using the upper approximation. Indeed, the latter choice would be the one to take if one requires certainty that the WCD never exceeds δ. However, as our experiments will show, even the less conservative choice above leads to a model that delivers significantly more costly solutions than the others. Hence we elected to keep this stance, in the belief that the computational cost of the more conservative approach should reasonably be very comparable.
As already mentioned, no worst-case delay formulae of GB approximation have been devised yet, and it is deemed very unlikely that they could be in a future. As an advantage, no "explicit" admission control mechanism is required in this case, save for appropriately settingc ij . Note that, instead, one could consider employing the more accurate version (9) instead of (10) . While this might indeed be possible, it would significantly complicate the mathematical model; in light of the obtained results (cf. §6) we have chosen not to pursue this approach in this work.
Weakly Rate Proportional models
We now study the latency model (12) , which involves the term |P (i, j)|. Again, the extension of (18) is straightforward: just replace (24) with
leaving (25) unchanged. Because |P (i, j)| is a constant, this again has little to no impact on the shape of the optimization model. However, in this case admission control is required. This is because the delay of an existing flow q is increased on all the arcs that are used by the new flow, i.e., where x ij = 1. Fortunately, it is easy to take this into account. One just has to define the delay slack of the existing flow asδ
this is the maximum extra delay that q can tolerate without violating the corresponding WCD constraint. The term |P (i, j)| − 1 in (30) is due to the fact that "|P (i, j)|" in (12) does not count q, as it represents the network status before routing it; when definingδ q , instead, flow q has already been routed, hence q ∈ P (i, j) for all (i, j) ∈ q (which in particular means that |P (i, j)|−1 ≥ 0). Now, to ensure that the increase in q's delay-using the fixed reserved rates r q ij -does not exceedδ q , it is enough to add the simple admission control constraint
Hence, in this case admission control can be implemented at the relatively minor cost of adding one linear constraint (in the binary variables x only) for each existing flow.
Frame-Based models
Comparing FB's latency to SRP's (8), we observe that the former involves a "simple" extra term (L/w ij )|P (i, j)| (i.e., the one found in (12) as well), which only depends on the path (hence on variables x ij ), and a "complex" term
which is unique to (14) . Clearly, (32) only applies if x ij = 1, i.e., arc (i, j) is chosen to be in the path for the new flow; in fact, the term would otherwise evaluate to +∞ when
It is easy to verify that (32) is not a jointly convex function in r ij and all the r q ij (r min ij ), but luckily the latter are fixed in this setting and therefore so is r min ij ; this makes it convex in r ij . To see that, consider the (i, j) index fixed for notational convenience and write the function φ(r) = (w − r)/min{ r , r min } that describes it (up to a constant). It is easy to prove that φ(r) is convex: just rewrite it as Clearly, both φ 1 and φ 2 are individually convex; hence, the only place in which things can go wrong is the point r = r min where φ is nondifferentiable (but clearly continuous). However
because w/r min ≥ 1; that is, the left derivative in r min is smaller than the right derivative, i.e., the derivative is globally non-decreasing, and therefore φ is convex.
This immediately allows us to construct a first MI-SOCP formulation of the problem using the classical "variable splitting" approach to represent a convex piecewise function; this ends up with the following fragment of formulation
where we also include the standard conic constraints (25) . In particular, (34) describes the classical "splitting" of the variable r ij into the sum of the variable r ij for the interval While the above formulation is functional, it is somewhat unsettling that it contains two conic constraints to represent what is in fact the same 1/r ij term, except that in one case its argument is bounded at r min ij while in the other it can go all the way up to w ij (in fact, c ij ). This can be somewhat improved upon with a simple observation: not only φ 1 (r min ) = φ 2 (r min ), but also φ 1 (w) = φ 2 (w)[ = 0]. It is then immediate to see geometrically, and easy to verify algebraically, that φ 2 (r) ≥ φ 1 (r) for all r ∈ [r min ij , w ij ], whereas φ 1 (r) ≥ φ 2 (r) for r ∈ (0, r min ij ]. Hence, in the interval [ρ, w] that matters for our problem one can alternatively define φ(r) = max{ φ 1 (r) , φ 2 (r) }
thus paving the way for the reformulation of the fragment (33)-(37) using the standard representation of convex max-functions
(again, including (25) as well). Constraints (40) implement (38) at the only cost of introducing one extra variable and two linear constraints; note that multiplying the constant term w ij /r min ij of φ 2 by x ij in (40) is necessary because it allows v ij to be 0 when r ij = x ij = 0. The fragment (39)-(40) is more compact than (33)-(37), in requiring two less variablesalthough the preprocessor in general-purpose MI-SOCP solvers would typically use (34) to eliminate one of them-and above all one less conic constraint, for each arc; thus it appears a more promising formulation.
As can be expected, admission control constraints are significantly more complex with FB schedulers than with WRP ones, due to the presence of the nonlinear term (32) . However, as already mentioned, the latency of FB is the same of WRP apart from that contribution; hence, one can at least use the same definition of delay slack (30) . In fact, the extra term depends on the choices made for the new flow, and is therefore not constant (i.e., it cannot be included in the RHS of the constraint). In other words, one can write the admission control constraint as
with theδ q of (30). This is clearly related to the WRP version (31) , but for the extra part (32); it has to be remarked, again, that that term only applies when x ij = 1 =⇒ r ij > 0. Exploiting the already discussed properties of (32), a SOCP formulation can be easily obtained:
Note that the "1/r min ij " term cannot cause any problems here: because (i, j) ∈ q, (i, j) / ∈ A and therefore r min ij > 0. It is also important to remark that neither the s ij nor the z ij depend on the flow q; that is, these can be defined just once for all arcs (i, j) ∈ A and then used to define the admission constraints for all the flows. Actually, the z ij variables only need to be defined for all (i, j) ∈ A , i.e., for which at least one existing flow is routed.
Modeling guaranteed rates in the link latency
We now discuss how to modify the previously proposed models to remove the bound assumption (7). This is nontrivial, since guaranteed rates have to substitute reserved rates in two different places: the expression of the link latency θ ij , and the formula for the overall end-to-end delay. These two aspects can be partly separated; in fact, one can, in principle, write models where only one of the two improvements is performed. In this Section we will only concentrate on the impact on the link latency expressions, while the impact on the overall end-to-end delay expression will be explored in the next one.
Strictly Rate Proportional models
To extend the SRP model to using the more accurate formula (6), one just has to use (3) to get
Thus, employing (44) instead of (8) in the models is relatively straightforward; some arcs (the "empty" ones) actually have constant latency (in fact,r ij = 0 =⇒ g ij = w ij ), for the others the latency (besides a yet different constant) has the same "1/r ij " form, with just a different scaling factor. Hence, the optimization problem is largely unaffected: one only has to replace (26) with
which is in no way significantly more complex. Actually it is somewhat less so, since for arcs in A the variable s ij and the corresponding conic constraint (25) are not needed. However, removing assumption (7) also implies that the delay depends on the other flows (via the termr ij in (44)), and therefore requires admission control. Indeed, consider an existing flow q, some fixed (i, j) ∈ q, and assume that the new flow is passing through (i, j) (which implies x ij = 1) with some given reserved rate r ij ; note that this means that, "from the viewpoint of q", P (i, j) is nonempty because it contains at least the new flow. The arrival of the new flow does impact the delay formula (44). Indeed, letr since "from the viewpoint of q", the sum of the "other" rates (which enters the definition of the guaranteed rate for q) isr −q ij + r ij . This means that the increase in latency due to the new flow passing through (i, j) is
In other words, let q be partitioned into q ∪ q , where q contains the arcs (i, j) that are "empty but for q" (P (i, j) = {q}) and q those that also contain other flows. We can define the delay slackδ q (≥ 0) of flow q as
One can then ensure that the delay of flow q remains below its maximum threshold by, again, simply adding the linear admission control constraint
to the model. Thus, removing assumption (7) for SRP schedulers hardly changes the model, save for the introduction of as many linear constraints as there currently are flows in the network.
Weakly Rate Proportional models
Also for the WRP latency model (11), removing assumption (7) leads to a model hardly more complex: from (3) we have
which easily gives
as the correct substitute for (18) . Note that in (49) the coefficientr ij can be zero (it is in particular so for arcs in A ), and therefore once again some of the auxiliary variables s ij , and the corresponding conic constraints, can be avoided. As far as admission control is concerned, things are, again, only slightly more complex than in the bound case. In fact, in this case the increase in latency for an existing flow q due to the passing of the new flow from (i, j) ∈ q is
It is then only necessary to define the delay slack as
where note that P (i, j) here contains q, while in (48) P (i, j) is intended as the set of existing flows in (i, j) save q, which justifies for the apparently missing "+1" term. Then, the admission control constraint is once again linear:
Frame-Based models
Removing assumption (7) for FB schedulers leads to formulae similar to the bound case, although with some differences. Indeed, from (13) the FB formula is
i.e., the same as (48) plus the extra term
It is important to remark that (54) only concern arcs in A : in fact, for (i, j) ∈ A one hasr ij = 0. This is very convenient because for (i, j) ∈ A one would also have r min ij = 0, leading to the risk that (54) be ill-defined (when r ij = 0, which however implies x ij = 0). Fortunately, this is, actually, somewhat "less complex" than (32) . Indeed, disregard again the (i, j) index; now, the relevant function is so that it's immediate to realize that φ 1 (r min ) < φ 2 (r min ). We can then quickly come up with a SOCP formulation, directly in the "max" format, because it is immediately clear that, again, (38) holds. Hence, one can represent (54) simply by means of a variable v ij subject to the obvious linear constraints
Note once again that these are only defined for "nonempty" arcs, which is crucial since 1/r min ij is ill-defined for (i, j) ∈ A . This having been said, (18) 
Note that the formula is actually the same as (49) (obviously, due to the similarity of the two delay formulaae) except for the term in v ij ; indeed, as already remarked even (49) could have been written with the term in s ij only appearing for arcs in A (r ij being null in A ).
In particular, this means that also in this case one does not need to define the variables s ij for (i, j) ∈ A , and analogously for the v ij . Regarding admission control, the latency increase due to the new flow can be seen as composed by two distinct parts: the one corresponding to the "WRP part" of the latency formula, and the one corresponding to (54). The first leads to an increment of the delay with exactly the same form of (50). For the second, however, the increment is not linear. Thus, we can again define the delay slackδ q by (51) exactly as in the WRP case, since the extra term depends on the rates of the newly added flow and therefore, not being fixed, it cannot be counted in the RHS of the constraint. All this leads to
Note that, at the denominator, r q ij is "counted" in r min ij ; anyway, the denominator is just the minimum of r h ij for all h (including q and the "new" flow). Now, the analysis follows well-established steps: writing φ(r) = φ 1 (r) = (r + r)/r if r ≤ r min φ 2 (r) = (r + r)/r min if r ≥ r min one rapidly realizes that r ≤ r min =⇒ φ 1 ≥ φ 2 , and therefore that (38) holds. This means that (55) can be expressed as the SOCP fragment
Again, (56) is (52) plus the extra term necessary to deal with (54), which requires the new variable z ij ; again, these are "shared" among all admission control constraints, and need only be defined for arcs in A . This is in particular relevant for two reasons. On one hand, for (i, j) ∈ A one has r min ij = 0, which leaves the first constraint in (57) ill-defined. On the other hand, the second part of (57) is due to represent z ij ≥ φ 1 (r ij ) =r ij /r ij + 1. However, one has to remind that the new flow impacts the delay on arc (i, j) only if it actually traverses it, i.e., x ij = 1; if not, one has to take φ 1 ≡ 0, i.e., φ = φ 2 . Yet, z ij ≥ 1 even if x ij = 0. Still, this is actually not a problem since (i, j) ∈ q =⇒ (i, j) ∈ A , hencer ij ≥ r min ij and therefore z ij ≥ 1 anyway.
Modeling guaranteed rates in the end-to-end delay
In the previous section we have assumed guaranteed rates to only affect the link latency expression. However, as per (4) and (5), this is not so: guaranteed rates are also involved in both the lower bound and minimum rate expressions.
Extending the basic formulation
Writing (4) in terms of the guaranteed rate is easy: plugging in (3) yields
that can directly replace (21): the left-hand side again is 0 if x ij = 0, which does not disrupt the semi-continuous status of r ij . The right-hand side of (4) does not need to be changed, as it is in fact related to the reserved rate, rather than to the guaranteed one. As far as (5) is concerned, only the leftmost term is affected: the others are either constant or depend on the scheduling algorithm, and therefore have already been treated in §4. Here, one can readily extend the approach of (27)- (28) in §3.1:
In other words, we exploit the fact that the inverse of the guaranteed rate is linear in the inverse of the reserved rate, together with the fact that we always have the inverse of the reserved rate (approximately) represented by s ij . Hence, we can play the same trick as in (28) , eliminating r min (actually, g min ) and the corresponding constraints, and adding
to replace them. This can be done uniformly in all formulations of §4, irrespectively of the constraints on θ ij , i.e., on the choice of the scheduler. In view of the computational results in §3.1, this formulation can be expected to be effective in practice. We suspect that it might be possible to construct a MI-SOCP formulation with an explicit g min variable, but following the guidelines already developed for the bound versions, in our computational results we have consistently used (59) to represent the "σ/g min " term in the end-to-end delay constraint. Actually, (59) could be used as well in all the "bound" formulations of §3; i.e., one could, in principle, represent the contribution to the WCD of the "σ/g min " term in (5) using guaranteed rates, while using reserved rates to estimate the link latencies. However, we did not find this modeling variant to have any convincing rationale, hence it has not been computationally tested.
Extending the admission control constraints
Using guaranteed rates in the end-to-end delay expression affects the admission control constraints. Fortunately, the impact is almost independent of the specific scheduler used.
The observation is that all admission control constraints rely on the definition of the delay slack, which is slightly different according to the case: cf. (30), (46), and (51). However, all three forms contain the term "σ q /r q min ": since this now has to be σ q /g q min , and g q min depends on all the other flows (comprised the "new" one currently being routed), that term is no longer a constant. This is not hard to solve, though: one can simply remove the term "σ q /r q min " from the corresponding expression ofδ q , and substitute it with σ q t q , where:
This exploits the fact that the inverse of the guaranteed rate of a flow q is linear in the reserved rate of every other flow, comprised the one just to be routed, if its own rate is fixed. Hence, admission control constraints now require one extra variable for each flow, and as many linear constraints as there are arcs in the corresponding path. This increases the size of the models, but it does not dramatically change their shape. Also, note that the first term in the right-hand-side of (60) is actually constant; thus, that part can be left in the definition of the delay slackδ q , leaving t q to be constrained only by the term linear in r ij .
All in all, we have shown how a trade-off potentially exists between more accurate models of the different scheduling algorithms and the size and complexity of the corresponding optimization models. This trade-off is computationally explored in the next section.
Computational results
We now report our computational experience aimed at comparing the performance of the different MI-SOCP formulations. All the experiments have been performed on a 2.299 Ghz AMD Opteron 6376 with 16Gb RAM, running a 64 bits Linux operating system (Ubuntu 12.4). The MI-SOCP models were solved by the state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf, commercial solver Cplex 12.6, called via the C API. Basically all the running time was spent in the solver.
Generating the instances
To generate the instances we followed the same process of our earlier paper [7] , which we summarize here. We considered three sets of IP network topologies. Two of them are real-world networks: the GARR subset [1] of the Internet Topology Zoo [2] and the SNDlib topologies [3] , which can be downloaded in gml format. Since these networks all have less than 100 nodes, we also produced two random larger topologies generated according to the realistic Waxman model [31] . These are produced directly by the FNSS tool [26] , which can both read gml topology files and generate random ones according to different models, simply by specifying the number of nodes n and the (probability) parameter α ∈ (0, 1] representing the link density: for our Waxman topologies we choose n ∈ {100, 200} and α = 0.4.
FNSS was also used to assign realistic link capacities and generate realistic traffic matrices that take into account the selected link capacities. These have been chosen among {1, 10, 40} Gbps, according to the "edge betweeness" algorithm. For the traffic matrices we had to specify the mean traffic demand µ(T ) and its standard deviation σ 2 (T ); for our experiments we selected µ(T ) = 0.8 Gbps and σ 2 (T ) = 0.05. The MTU L was set to 1500 bytes, since nearly all IP over Ethernet implementations use the Ethernet V2 frame format. Node delays n i and link delays l ij were set equal to L/w ij . The reservation capacities c ij were taken to be all equal to the corresponding link capacity w ij . Flow bursts σ were set to 3 times the MTU value. Finally, to define flow deadlines δ, we computed-using the bound latency formulae of SRP-the least possible value δ min , under which no routing is possible, and the maximum possible value δ max , over which the delay constraint becomes redundant. Then, δ was randomly chosen uniformly within the interval [ δ min , δ min + (δ max − δ min )β ] for a fixed parameter β; for our experiments we used β = 0.2, which should produce "tightly constrained" flows.
All the above parameters were used to perform network simulations, which in turn produced different instances of the ADCSP problems corresponding to different sets of active flows, that we will call statuses. The details of the simulations are described in [9] , where a first attempt at evaluating the trade-off between the cost of a scheduler and the corresponding network performance (typically measured by the blocking probability) is performed; we refer the interested reader there for details. In a nutshell, however, in the simulations we assume that each flow in the generated traffic matrix randomly performs admission requests, and (if admitted) lasts for some random period of time. Flow request inter-arrivals are exponential with varying rate λ (the "load" of the network), and each flow lasts for an exponentially distributed time with mean equal to 1 sec. The four different load values 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 were used in order to test the latency models at different levels of network congestion: the higher the load, the more active flows (hence, admission control constraints) are typically present. The simulations have been performed assuming FB schedulers with the "bound" version (13) of the latency formula, and using reserved rates to define the WCD constraint, i.e., under the bound assumption (7). The rationale for this choice is that this particular latency model is the most "conservative" one in terms of admission control. This enables us to ensure that the corresponding network configuration satisfies all admission control for the other latency models, thereby avoiding to produce a very large number of unfeasible instances (flow requests that cannot be accepted).
Then, a network status is simply the subset of the flows of the traffic matrix that is occupying the network at some given point of the simulation, each of them characterized by a path and the rate allocations on the corresponding links. We divided the simulation time into 20 time slots, of which we only used the last 10 ones to make sure that transitory effects are over; then, the status is just the set of active flows at the beginning of one of these time slots. For each topology and for each of the 4 load values we repeated our simulations with 5 different seeds; hence, we have 50 instances for each load value, for a grand total of 200 instances for each topology.
Computational results
The first set of results we report concern the impact on the computational cost and the usage of network resources (i.e., the reserved rates) of the different representations of delay, i.e., employing or not the bound assumption (7). We tested three possible modeling variants:
• the bound (B) models of §3, in which the bound assumption (7) is used in both the latency and the WCD constraint;
• the semi-worst-case (S) models, obtained replacing the bound latency formulae with the worst-case ones, as described in §4, but leaving the WCD constraint defined with reserved rates;
• the worst-case (W) models, obtained by using guaranteed rates in both the latency formulae and the WCD constraint, as advocated in §5.
As previously discussed, a fourth variant would be possible but we elected not to test it. The results are reported in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Each row corresponds to the average results of 600 instances, corresponding to 50 samples, 4 loads, and the 3 scheduler classes SRP, WRP and FB. In the tables, columns "time" and "nodes" report the average (of the average and maximum, respectively) solution time and branch-and-bound nodes required to solve each instance. Column "failed" reports the average ratio between the number of "failed" flows, i.e., those that were not admitted (the corresponding ADCSP instance was unfeasible) for the given model and the maximum number of failed flows amongst all other models. Similarly, column "rate" is the average of the ratio between the amount of allocated rate, for a given instance, for that model and the maximum allocated rate, for that same instance, amongst all other models. Both figures provide some indication about how efficient, in terms of network resources usage, a given model is. Indeed, a more accurate representation of the delay allows the same WCD guarantee to be met with a lower rate allocation, which therefore leaves more headway for subsequent flows to be routed. Similarly, a lower failure rate means that, in a given status, a more accurate representation of the delay allows a feasible routing to be found, whereas this is not possible if less accurate representations are used. Note that we can compute the allocated rate only for non-failed flows; hence, those that fail are assigned a relative rate of 1, corresponding to the maximum rate among non-failed flows. We found that not doing so would unduly skew the results towards schedulers that fail more often. We immediately remark that aggregating across different scheduler classes is not an obvious choice: in principle, they can be expected to-and they do in practice-attain different results in terms of allocated rates, and therefore failures (and time, as we shall see). However, the results for the different latency classes were similar enough that aggregating them was still possible; we found that this still provided an accurate enough picture of the relative behavior of the different models, while making the tables much smaller, and therefore much easier to read (considering the large number of instances they cover). Furthermore, more detailed results are provided later on to discuss the finer nuances of the different schedulers' behavior. For this reason we did not consider GB schedulers at this stage: they are defined only for one of the model classes (B), and since their results are (as we shall see) rather worse than the others they would have considerably skewed the aggregated results.
The Tables already show that all instances corresponding to real-life topologies can be solved in split seconds with all the three models. As one would expect, failures and rates are higher for the B models, these being the most conservative ones. Interestingly, and somewhat unexpectedly, the running times of the B models are also visibly higher (although still fairly small) than those of the other classes. Despite the fact that S and W models have more constraints and variables, they are easier to solve in practice. This may be due to the fact that they are, in a different sense, less constrained: it is easier to find solutions for them than for B. Indeed, the failure ratio for both S and W models is often visibly smaller than that of the B model, meaning that using the more accurate representation of the delay has a significant impact on the quality of the obtained solutions. In general, failure rates are very similar between the S and W models; however, in a few cases W models attain higher failure counts. This is due to a very limited number of cases in which W models fail to find a solution due to numerical issues. Even in the cases where the difference is visible (di-yuan and pdh), the actual number of flows that fail due to these problems is small; the large difference in ratio is due to the fact that the overall number of failures is small as well. In fact, conversely S always allocated visibly higher rates than W, as the theory dictates. Hence, computing the routings using W models should, in real-world usage, translate into (significantly) fewer failures than these of S models (and, a fortiori, of the B ones), i.e., in better network utilization, due to the fact that lower allocated rates should allow more other flows to be accepted. Validating such a claim will require extensive simulations, that are outside the scope of the present work; an initial set of results have already been obtained [9] , but more study is necessary. From the running time viewpoint, W occasionally has larger cost-but only slightly so-than S, which could be expected as discussed in §5.
All these observations on smaller, real-life topologies are confirmed in the much larger, randomly-generated Waxman ones. Here the difference in running times is very remarkable, unexpectedly so: the mean running time of B models is reduced by over two order of magnitude by using S or W ones instead, and the maximum is reduced by well over one order of magnitude. W models are on average twice as costly as S ones, and their maximum running time is well over one order of magnitude larger than that of S models. However, the average running time is, unlike what was found in [7] , compatible with real-time usage, especially considering that, except for the model tuning of §3.1, no attempt has been done to reduce running times: the solver was ran with all default parameters, and single-threaded.
A more detailed recount of the results is given in Table 5 for three specific instances (taken each from one of the three sets). In the Table, the same statistics as above are reported, but this time not aggregating the results of the three (or four) different schedulers for the same class of models.
The Table shows that GB (of which only the B version exists) has the highest failure and reserved rates; this is clearly due to the extra factor of three in the rate-dependent term. Note that we have chosen a lower bound approximation on purpose, so as to discount the hypothesis that GB's poor performance were due to a pessimistic upper-bound approximation. Despite this, GB always needs to reserve the largest amounts on the arcs to obtain the required level of WCD, and therefore has by far the worst failure ratio. This is also the reason why it is not the one with the largest running time: usually, unfeasible instances are solved faster than feasible ones. FB is the typically next least-efficient scheduler after GB, both in terms of failures and of reserved rates. This is also expected, due to the fact that, as discussed at length in the previous sections, its latency formula has one extra term w.r.t. the one of WRP, which in turn has one term that is usually (always, except in B models) larger than that of SRP. In other words, all other things being equal FB requires larger rates to achieve the same WCD. However, there are rare exceptions where B-FB allocates less rates than B-SRP, as shown in the Garr instance. This can be explained as follows: the FB and WRP formulae contain the term "|P (i, j)|L/w ij " where the SRP one has "L/w ij ". The FB/WRP term is therefore typically larger, except in the case where there are no other flows passing through (i, j) (i.e., (i, j) ∈ A ), in which case it is smaller. Hence, there are cases in which this may lead SRP to allocate higher rates than FB. Conversely, WRP is always not worse than FB, and it can be better than SRP for the same reason; indeed, this phenomenon shows up both in the w1-200 and the atlanta instance. As already discussed in §2, this does not reflect the actual behavior of the scheduler, but rather is an artifact due to the bound assumption (7) . In fact, this only happens for bound formulae; for S and W models the artifact disappears, and the natural ordering is always observed where SRP allocates the least, followed by WRP and finally FB. In our experiments, the allocations of the different schedulers for S and W models were almost always identical, with minor differences between FB and the other two, as the Table shows ; the dominating factor in determining allocations is the choice between the B, S and W model, with the choice of the scheduler playing a very minor role. The same happens for running times: apart from the B model, the expected behavior consistently shows up where SRP is the fastest, followed by WRP and then by FB. However, this is visible only in the w1-200 topology (for the W model), due to it having longer running times; in all cases, the difference is negligible.
All in all, these results indicate that modeling other classes of GPS-derived schedulers than SRP ones, while complicating the models, does not make the ADCSP problem significantly more difficult to solve, at least on real-world sized instances. Neither does using more accurate models of the latency and delay formulae, i.e., modeling the difference between reserved rates and guaranteed ones; surprisingly, this most often results in both better performance in terms of failures and allocated rates, and in (sometimes considerably) shorter running times. Hence, the modeling power allowed by MI-SOCP formulations, combined with the effectiveness of state-of-the-art solvers, allows to do away with the bound assumption (7) that has invariably been employed so far. We believe this paves the way to interesting developments in this matter, as discussed in the next section.
Conclusions and future research
In this paper we have considerably extended the set of previously available models for the delay-constrained routing problem. The extension is threefold:
1. we have shown how to account for the latency formulae corresponding to the most relevant classes of GPS-derived schedulers from the literature; 2. we have explicitly introduced the concept of admission control constraints, and shown how to implement them for all classes of schedulers;
3. we have shown how to model the difference between reserved and guaranteed rates, in both the latency and the delay formulae, taking into account admission control.
In all these cases, the model remains a MI-SOCP; provided that the right modeling choices are made, this allows one to solve the problem for instances of realistic size, and also for larger randomly generated ones, in time compatible with the constraints of a real operating environment.
Our results can therefore be of interest for the actual on-line management of a communication network. First and foremost, they seem to indicate that indeed a nontrivial trade-off exists between using lower-complexity schedulers, such as GB, and the network performance. Characterizing this trade-off will, however, require actual network simulations. We have not included them in this paper because the focus here was on the relative performance of the different models in solving the same instances of ADCSP, which is not something that would often (if ever) happen during a simulation. Some initial results in this direction have already been obtained [9] , but only limited to a subset of the models. In particular, our results here seem to indicate that the choice of employing or not the bound assumption (7) (i.e., between models B, S and W, where this is allowed-which is not for GB) may be far more relevant than the choice of the scheduler; however, this will require a nontrivial work to be experimentally confirmed.
Having established that the basic ADCSP problem is efficiently solvable for realistic instances also allows to start investigating more complex issues. In particular, all models so far-comprised the ones developed here-assume that a flow can only be admitted if doing so does not disrupt the existing ones, in particular by making them to violate their WCD constraints with their current choice of the path and reserved rates. It might be conceivable, however, that alternative approaches exist where one path may still be admitted provided that a limited set of changes is allowed on the existing ones. Alternatively, it may be interesting to explore scenarios in which-say, from time to time-a global re-routing phase is enacted where a multi-flow problem is solved in order to find solutions not affected by the sequence of myopic choices made during the successive routing of individual flows. Doing this might require to define some more sophisticated notions of the "fitness" of a global solution, in terms of its capacity to support a set of yet-unknown future flow requests, than what has been used so far (i.e., just the sum of all the reserved rates across all the arcs and flows). The need of such a notion seems in fact to emerge from the initial results of [9] . Any of these possible improvements is very likely to result in much more challenging models, due to either a much larger size, or to the fact that the proposed formulations being MI-SOCP often hinged on the circumstance that all but few of the decisions (paths, rates) were fixed, or both. Hence, it is likely that such versions of the problem would not be solvable by general-purpose tools, and would require specific algorithmic developments. All this makes, in our opinion, our results relevant and worthy of further study. 
